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ABSTRACT
Due to the absence of source code for parts of a software system - analysis methods which work on both source
code and binaries are of value. We have studied security vulnerability detection techniques which work on both
source code and binaries. Our detection techniques combine the essential ingredients of various aspects of fuzz
testing - model-based black-box fuzzing, coverage based greybox fuzzing, and symbolic execution based
whitebox fuzzing. Apart from detecting security vulnerabilities, these capabilities can also be used for reproducing
crashes from crash reports or clustering "similar" crashes. Finally, we have also studied methods for automated
program repair, where vulnerability patch suggestions can be generated automatically. All of our fuzz testing and
patching techniques have been evaluated on large scale and well-known systems such as detecting vulnerabilities
in the Adobe Acrobat reader or Windows Media Player, or patching the well-known Heartbleed vulnerability.
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